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Is Oral Sex Allowed In Marriage? 
 

Is this question important in the way of living, in general? Many Christians 

would pretend they are not doing any form of sexual acts. But in marriage, is 

there this freedom to give freely, in sexual details? Yes, sex is very needed 

within a person’s way. The natural flesh may long to fill itself with sexual 

attention, yet we should not yield to every longing. One sexual encounter can 

cause painful consequences that span throughout a person’s entire natural 

life. 

 

No one should freely give up sexual acts just based on needing to fill a sexual 

longing within. There must be guarded ways with the people in close ways 

with you, where you do not engage in casual sexual body contact. Watch 

how you join with others, for there will be connections that must be broken in 

the spirit realm if you choose to engage in sex with others. People mention 

oral sex in established structures, yet parents are afraid to give any details 

as to why this activity should wait until the marriage bed.  

 

Oral sex can occur in marriage covenant details, but we should break down 

the oral sex act itself into three parts. The first way in oral sex is to get 

stimulation from the other partner by an act performed on a sex organ with 

the partner’s mouth. Sex itself: is it void of the act of intercourse? Hence, is 

putting your mouth on a person’s sex organ a sexual intercourse activity? No 

plan will make touching your husband or wife’s organ a sexual act that is as 

intercourse, yet manipulating the sex organ would produce a sensation that 

would give a reflex that would cause an explosion in an orgasm state. But 

sexual manipulation of the sex organ is not sex, as in reference to a sex act 

called intercourse.  

 

Manually stimulating a person to the point of sexual climax by using other 

parts of the body other than what is intended by God is another way to give 

a sexual detail. But in the case of oral manipulation of a sex organ, the price 
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is high in having that person have a natural response when engaging in sex 

with your organ when used to sexual manipulation. Here is another way to 

explain it. When a person continually relies on oral sex or hand manipulation 

of the sex organ, they will struggle with reaching a climax with natural sex, 

based on having a habit of needing that manual or oral manipulation first and 

foremost.  

 

Most of those accustomed to having oral manipulation as a habit will have 

personal difficulty getting pleased by their spouse through natural sex, based 

on not having that same way of receiving stimuli. Too much manipulation 

dulls the natural way of sex given by intercourse. Overstimulating will cause 

a numbing that will take more effort to give the same results of being 

climaxed with natural sex.   

 

Now, let’s discuss the next point: Other than overstimulation giving hindering 

ways, with dulling natural sex, the will to place a person’s sex organ in the 

partner’s mouth must be addressed. Can God see you when in this activity? 

Yes, He can. He is not against pleasing your spouse with intimate acts, but 

He wants to make it clear that mutual enjoyment must be considered. The 

act itself must be optional and not placed as a law to perform. A marriage 

license is not a license to make the other person do this act. What if the 

partner who longs for the sex act doesn’t consider that the “doing” victim will 

have to endure poor hygiene and hairy organs that make the task hard to 

deal with? What if one cares selfishly, only concerned with their fulfillment 

yet ignoring how the other feels?  

 

Sometimes a husband or wife may not desire to make oral sex a part of the 

sexual encounter. What happens then? The denial of oral sex is not grounds 

for holding back on natural sex. Other ways to build up sexual stimulation do 

not have to involve any oral sex. Touching and caressing, along with open 

communication, can bring deep stimulation, adding a depth of pleasure to 

natural sexual encounters. Learning the ways to give pleasure will require 
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putting the person’s needs before your own. And in turn, both partners can 

have that freedom of being given pleasing ways with each other.  

 

So, the first point: Oral sex can cause overstimulation of a sex organ by doing 

the act habitually, making it a difficult way to have sexual pleasure through 

natural sex. The second point: consider the act itself and if it’s a needed plan 

in the marriage relationship. Other forms of touch can bring that needed rise 

in sexual pleasure. The will in pleasing each other in this way should not be 

a selfish act, ignoring the hygiene, and if the other wants to take this act as 

a regular dealing in the relationship.  

 

Now, let’s talk about another point: What about when the man throws out his 

seed? This refers to the male reaching a certain plateau through sexual 

manipulation that causes the organ to expel semen. Would Yahweh be 

pleased? I had to ask the Great Way about this very topic and was amazed 

that He was okay with the act of sexual manipulation of the organ in the 

marriage relationship, yet God frowned on the wasting part. He looked at the 

act in a loving way, yet He did not give consent to letting oral sex take over 

and take the place of what natural sex is intended for. Engaging in sexual 

encounters in marriage is not limited to natural sex. Still, there should be no 

activity outside of natural sex that should waste the seed within the man. 

 


